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What are we up to?

DEVELOPMENTCONCEPTION TESTING GO

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11ELcosIVOPha5roCWzJKwluxsOk808knKMIzcWnRJTs/edit#gid=2064754060


Today’s Meeting: Content Readiness Assessment

Complete?

Current?



F2F Training!
Textbook!

Where we found the SKA Content

https://youtu.be/-cbUW2EY4KE


Once Content Approved by SMEs, Readiness for ID?

What Work Done?



Reorganize into Instructional Design Courses Folder

New Folder
1.2.3.4.5.



Add Standards to Content 

http://www.mass.gov/edu/birth-grade-12/early-education-and-care/qris/qris-toolbox-for-center-based-school-based-programs.html
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ADDIE Process:
1. Front End Analysis (Discovery Doc)
2. Course Design Doc (Scope of Work) 
3. Course Development Matrix :

Detailed Construction Specs
4. Development Storyboards:

Mockups for Storyline Work
5. Storyline Development: 

Interactive Modules 
6. LMS: Platform Implementation for 

Alpha and Beta Testing 

Begin ADDIE
Development



Front End Analysis
PROGRESS

1. Done: Developed form (for 
EC and future courses)

2. Done: Applied Jim & 
Hedrick’s notes to FEA 

3. Done: Interviewed Jody 
Figuerido to complete FEA

4. Accessible from Design 
Folder, in Docs, as FEA-
ECERS.docx.

 EEC Course Design Template 

Front End Analysis 
Course Information  

 Name:     EC-ERS Level 1 

 Program:     Environmental Rating Scales 

 Designers:     Bram Moreinis & Don Kelley   

 Subject Matter Expert:   Jody Figuerido, IEPD.org  

 Start Date:     April 2018 (Resume and Redesign) 

 Delivery Date:   August 2018 (LMS Launch) 

Course Type 
X Program (QRIS)  

Solutions Considered 
Current plan(s):   X eLearning*    

Important that learners perform self-assessment and submit to colleague or supervisor as part of 
training, so time spent on self assessment and admin/peer review should be counted.   

Learners:    X Individual   X Site Cohort*    

Learners are generally assigned training by a supervisor, since this is program improvement. Brand new 
teachers should take training with colleagues so that field experience can be applied to content. 

Program Need (QRIS) 
Problem description:  Possible scenarios:  

1. Survival Need: Site has not been approved for subsidy (requires QRIS Level 1)  
2. Targeted Problems: Issues exist in some classrooms, and ERS is used to address them 
3. Program Improvement: Site has a planned inspection coming, or perhaps a program change.  
4. Higher Standards: Admin seeks QRIS Level 2 and is working with all teachers. NOTE: QRIS Level 

2 is voluntary – we need to find motivators (perhaps programmatic rewards?) to get folks to 
want to achieve this.   Additional requirements are making people leave the field!  

5. No identified problem: Teachers must show 20 hours/year of professional development. If our 
training gets rave reviews, we’ll have more teachers choosing to take it.  

Desired outcomes:   

Learners decide to apply ERS to their classrooms, rather than rely on administrator to rate them. 
When administrators do the ratings, it is often experienced as punitive and resisted, without changes 
made.  There are some models where admins rate and follow up with strength-based supervision and 
assigned coaches, and these are more effective.  However, the most effective case is when teachers 
self-assess and self-correct.  To choose to self assess and self-correct, learners need to:  

1. Desire professional growth and improvement for students and their careers. 
2. Relate subscales and items to their practice, environments and experiences.  
3. Identify which subscale items are present and which are not in their classrooms.  
4. Identify changes that would address unmet standards.  


EEC Course Design Template

Front End Analysis

Course Information 

1. Name: 				EC-ERS Level 1

1. Program: 				Environmental Rating Scales

1. Designers: 				Bram Moreinis & Don Kelley		

1. Subject Matter Expert: 		Jody Figuerido, IEPD.org	

1. Start Date: 				April 2018 (Resume and Redesign)

1. Delivery Date:			August 2018 (LMS Launch)

Course Type

X Program (QRIS)	

Solutions Considered

Current plan(s):  	X eLearning*   

Important that learners perform self-assessment and submit to colleague or supervisor as part of training, so time spent on self assessment and admin/peer review should be counted.  

Learners: 		 X Individual   X Site Cohort*   

Learners are generally assigned training by a supervisor, since this is program improvement. Brand new teachers should take training with colleagues so that field experience can be applied to content.

Program Need (QRIS)

Problem description:  Possible scenarios: 

1. Survival Need: Site has not been approved for subsidy (requires QRIS Level 1) 

2. Targeted Problems: Issues exist in some classrooms, and ERS is used to address them

3. Program Improvement: Site has a planned inspection coming, or perhaps a program change. 

4. Higher Standards: Admin seeks QRIS Level 2 and is working with all teachers. NOTE: QRIS Level 2 is voluntary – we need to find motivators (perhaps programmatic rewards?) to get folks to want to achieve this.   Additional requirements are making people leave the field! 

5. No identified problem: Teachers must show 20 hours/year of professional development. If our training gets rave reviews, we’ll have more teachers choosing to take it. 

Desired outcomes:  

Learners decide to apply ERS to their classrooms, rather than rely on administrator to rate them. When administrators do the ratings, it is often experienced as punitive and resisted, without changes made.  There are some models where admins rate and follow up with strength-based supervision and assigned coaches, and these are more effective.  However, the most effective case is when teachers self-assess and self-correct.  To choose to self assess and self-correct, learners need to: 

1. Desire professional growth and improvement for students and their careers.

2. Relate subscales and items to their practice, environments and experiences. 

3. Identify which subscale items are present and which are not in their classrooms. 

4. Identify changes that would address unmet standards. 

Role and Performance Target

Job Title or Role:  Teachers and assistant teachers working in center-based programs.

Competency Targets: See diagram, right (2,4,5,6)

Performance Context: X EC   X Center-Based   

Learners 

From Dissertation: 

"Possibly as a result of low wages and little or no employment benefits, 44% of these educators have a high school diploma or less (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics). While not divided into specific settings (center-based, family child care, or out-of-school time), data indicated that 95% of the educators are female, with an average age of 38 (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics). According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2010), 78.4% of the educators are Caucasian, 18.4% are Latino, 16.8% are Black or African American, and 2.7% are Asian.

In Massachusetts, 33% of the educators self-identify as Hispanic and 10% speak Spanish as their first language (Appendix F)."  [snip] The researcher began with the following assumptions: 

(1) The workforce constituting licensed Family Child Care Educators in Massachusetts is increasingly diverse, requiring adult educators to look at professional development through a new lens; 

(2) The context, content, and facilitation of professional development demands consideration and inclusion of the culture, past experience, beliefs, and perceptions of learners; 

(3) Appropriate facilitation of professional development requires a culturally competent instructor who adapts training to the meet the needs of the students; and 

(4) Latina FCC educators need a different approach to professional development than Caucasian educators. This thesis demonstrated that a culturally responsive approach would stimulate learning, be manifested in practice, and result in higher quality programming for children and families.

Dissertation also recommended a strength-based model to facilitate learning, replacing the common deficit model focus on what the learner cannot do with what the learner can do.



		Job Title or Role

		Teachers



		Skills and knowledge

		Most will be experienced; those who are new will likely have other experienced teachers on site also taking the training. There is a huge range, so training should offer optional branches that more experienced learners can skip.  



		Educational level

		All teachers have a HSD, some experience and 1 college level child growth course.  10% will have BA and MA.  Most are moving towards a CDA, some from CDA to AA.    



		Age and gender

		Almost all will be women, with an average age of 38. Most are younger.  



		Cultural background, race, and ethnicity

		NOTE: This information is forthcoming from Jody Figuerido’s dissertation, being emailed as a PDF.   Choose jokes that match the culture of the translation if we joke.



		Language and style 

		Need to take time to define and use the terms and language of the assessments (so they make sense) but otherwise use accessible language. Humor and real-life examples can balance the “bureaucratese”. 



		Technical considerations

		The only other online course tried for this population was Strengthening Families. Results were mixed.  Many learners are totally unfamiliar with the technology (couldn’t log in to Blackboard, some waved the mouse in the air).  



		Attitudes

		We are losing teachers in this profession because they perceive many new regulations without changes in pay or status (viewed as “babysitters"not teachers).  The job is long hours at very low pay and highly stressful.  Educators see these external factors as problems training cannot address. They view trainings as burdensome and not useful.  Many have admins who take a punitive approach to supervision, so this is a raw area. Emphasize program-wide issues first, don’t focus only on “teacher improvement"– emphasis that as a center “we’re all in this together" before emphasizing self-assessment.  Project an assumption that anyone taking this training cares about kids and wants the best for them…they may live up to it.  Continue to tap into their passion.  Must move from “gotta do"to “wanna do"– that’s the first big hurdle. 



		Motivation

		Get to their passion: start by activating the value of keeping kids healthy, safe, and on track to learn and be happy as the core.  Start with an icebreaker where learners relate topic to personal history--get them engaged in wanting to improve. Position ERS as a tool to accomplish this.  Relate each subscale to everyday life examples (like car inspection). Prompt for KWL. Additional motivations: self-assessing gets in front of admin assessing, can result in more professionalism, perhaps even extra classroom funding or promotions (use stories to tell this, don’t promise).  Address the low status issue: if parents see you doing self-assessments and talking about them, you are granted professional status.  



		Time Limits

		Teachers devote many hours before and after program contact time, and centers are understaffed.  Training should ideally work on smartphones, digested in small chunks.  Within chunks, provide regular interactions – like pop-up jokes every few slides?



		Course Support

		Most important support comes AFTER the training – when peers and coaches help learners to self-assess, plan improvements, implement improvements, and re-assess.  RE: Tech problems: establish phone-based technical support, or outsource that to an EPS region?







Secondary Audience

 (
Educator strengths and challenges
Needs of children and families in the program
EEC Core Competencies
Educator
goals
Program mission
)In the diagram at left, while developing core competencies is the central focus of this training, it must also consider:

· consider the personal goals of learners and build on their strengths and provide tools to remove existing barriers (focus on learner needs)

· support the missions of their programs, which should be built around the needs of children and families in those programs (support program needs).  

As a secondary audience, program administrators should be guided to focus on learner needs and program needs (rather than the results of the ERS) in supervision with learners. 

		Job Title or Role

		Administrators



		Transfer 

		In almost all cases, administrators assign this training to teachers. In many cases, they view it as a way for teachers to interpret the results of ERS scoring done BY ADMINS, rather than expecting teachers to self-assess.  Because our focus IS self-assessment, we need to make that clear to admins … perhaps the training includes a tool to email or print a fact sheet? How can we best build in coaching or other self-assess follow-up – through learner advocacy, or through admin advocacy? If teachers send fact sheets to admins, get both. 



		Skills and knowledge

		Administrators are already familiar with ERS and can apply it on their own. However, they generally do not know best practices about why NOT to apply it, or how to supervise and support transfer afterwards. 



		Training Access

		Admins who get the fact sheet can be encouraged to preview the training – or take it as part of their own PD. The fact sheet could include a username and password that gives access outside the LMS to the eLearning for preview purposes only. 



		Language and style 

		Bureaucratic language works for administrators. 



		Attitudes

		Administrators highly motivated to obtain subsidies, and motivated to prevent accidents on the job. Some are motivated for continuous improvement.  Selling point: shoot for QRIS 2.



		Notes

		Administrators should be made aware that when they, rather than the teachers, perform the ERS assessment, very little improvement generally follows, and morale suffers.  Self-improvement requires buy-in to the assessment process, and self-assessment is far more effective at generating that buy-in.  Some centers introduce a different subscale each month as in-service professional development, covering all 7 subscales each year.  Promote as best practice? 





Performance Tasks 

		Seq

		Decide to Self-Assess

		Subtask

		New SKA or Gap



		0

		View Educator stress as related to environment factors

		Reflection on experience

		Using subscales as lenses to reflect on causes and effects of stress.



		

		Define Self-Assessment

		Define Self-Assess

		Understand the three parts: know the scales, score correctly, make improvements. 



		

		Know benefits of self-assess

		

		Get in front of supervision, etc. 



		Seq

		Concretized Subscales & Items 

		Subtask

		New SKA or Gap



		1.a

		Identify ERS Components

		Subscales

		What does each subscale mean? How do subscale issues negatively affect children (and therefore Educators?)



		1.b

		

		Items

		Imagine relationships:  not enough equipment for all kids => behavior problems => classroom climate problems. 



		1.c

		

		Indicators

		



		2.a

		Isolate ERS Components

		Subscales from Notes

		



		2.b

		

		Items from Notes

		



		Seq

		Able to Self-Score the ERS

		Subtask

		New SKA or Gap



		2.c

		

		Indicator from Notes

		



		2.d

		Isolate Environment Problems

		Subscale from Video

		



		2.e

		

		Item from Video

		



		2.f

		

		Indicator from Video

		



		3.a

		Self Score with ERS 

		Score from Notes

		



		3.b

		

		Score from Diagram

		



		3.c

		

		Score from Video

		





Gaps

Teachers do not understand the value of self-assessment generally, so cannot connect ERS to self-improvement and better daily experiences in their classrooms.  Instead, they view ERS as a burdensome regulation that will not improve their experiences or those of their students. 

Environment

Best if training can be viewed on smartphones, thus digested in small chunks from different places.  Also, should be well proportioned for wall display as a group in-service PD. 

Context of Learning (from Jody's Dissertation)

In Massachusetts, licensed educators are required to complete an individual professional development plan. Educators consider their learning needs and goals related to the Massachusetts core competencies (Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care, 2005), and the Quality Rating and Improvement System (Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care, 2010b). The eight core competencies include subcategories and indicators that can be obtained on the EEC website.

The professional development plan and subsequent topic selection are organized on two elemental levels, macro and micro. On a macro level, the professional development topic should reflect recognized core competencies for the field. On a micro level, the topic should reflect the needs of the individual educator and program, as well as the children and families in her care (See Figure 3 below).

Other Important Information

ERS Description

The ECERS-R measures and describes what high quality programs should look like in seven key areas: Space and Furnishings; Personal Care Routines; Language and Reasoning; Activities; Interaction; Program Structure; and Parents and Staff (Total scale consists of 43 items.). The scales are designed to assess process quality in an early childhood or school age care group. Process quality consists of the various interactions that go on in a classroom between staff and children, staff, parents, and other adults, among the children themselves, and the interactions children have with the many materials and activities in the environment, as well as those features, such as space, schedule and materials that support these interactions. Process quality is assessed primarily through observation and has been found to be more predictive of child outcomes than structural indicators such as staff to child ratio, group size, cost of care, and even type of care, for example child care center or family child care home.

From https://www.unicef.org/eca/ru/Tool_3.pdf 

Jody's Recommended Data Sources

Zero to Three has great videos for ITers.  Jody has some links to Connecticut's youtube videos, and EarlyChildhoodVideos.  Peer Assistance and Coaching videos with Pam were done in partnership with sites that give permission.  Important to tell stakeholders – particularly parents – why so important. Head Starts might be open to videography.  In HeadStarts, the admins do the assessment for the teacher, but provide a coach.  Watch out: Teachstone videos about negative climate went everywhere.  Show exemplars not negatives. Online links are very helpful – include some for each subscale. Resources - links, Harms & Cryer - website, Frank Porter Graham.  Sending link to more resources.  NAEYC - articles, NAFCC - articles, Zero to Three.

Suggested Requirements

1. Accessibility features required: Closed Captions, Transcript, Screen Reader Testing

2. Track Progress: Store last slide viewed, Show slides viewed / left to view, Show time on module, Show assessment data (cumulative, e.g. 40/50)

3. Reporting Requirements: Record completion (xAPI/TinCan) in Learning Records Store, Record assessment scores (SCORM) in LMS. Email reports to learners and to monitored account. 

4. Jody wonders whether we should buy ECERS-E (2011). ECERS-R is 2005. The other ERS scales aren’t changing much, but EC is … and the standards don’t match up anymore.

Jody's Dissertation Data

Selections from Jody Figuerido's Dissertation: Culturally Responsive Professional Development for Latinas in Family Child Care from the Perspective of Latina Family Child Care Mentors (Lesley University, School of Education, 2012)

Glossary

Educator. “Any person approved by the Department [of Early Education and Care] for the regular care and education of children unrelated to the educator in a location outside the children's own home for all or part of the day regardless of his/her level of certification"(Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care, 2010a, p.12). This term includes individuals working in Family Child Care, Center-based, and before and after school settings (Out-of-School Time).

Early education and care (EEC). Licensed educators in the EEC field provide education and care for children the child’s parent works or attends school. “A ‘quality’ program is defined as one that his aligned with the developmental needs of all children"(Executive Office of Education, 2011, para 3). Programs in MA are licensed by the Department of EEC and must adhere to state regulations regarding space, curriculum and assessment, adult to child ratio, professional development and education, program, health and safety, and family involvement requirements.

Family Child Care (FCC). “Temporary custody and care provided in a private residence during part or all of the day for no more than ten children younger than 14 years old or children younger than 16 years old if such children have special needs. FCC shall not mean an informal cooperative arrangement among neighbors or relatives, or the occasional care of children with or without compensation"(Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care, 2010a, p. 13).

Family Child Care Mentor. A FCC Mentor or Coordinator is employed by a FCC System to provide support to FCC Educators who contract with that System. Mentors meet FCC System requirements often providing the following services to FCC Educator, “technical assistance and consultation to operators of family child care homes; inspection, supervision, monitoring, and evaluation of family child care homes; referral of children to available family child care homes; and referral of children to available health and social services"(MA Department of Early Education and Care, 2010, p. 14).

Family Child Care System. “Any entity or person who, through contractual arrangement, provides to family child care homes that it has approved as members of said system, central administrative functions including, but not limited to, training of operators of family child care homes; technical assistance and consultation to operators of family child care homes; inspection, supervision, monitoring, and evaluation of family child care homes; referral of children to available family child care homes; and referral of children to available health and social services, provided, however, that family child care system shall not mean a placement agency or a child care center"(Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care, 2010, p. 14).

Professional development. “Ongoing education or training designed to increase an educator's skills or knowledge or assist the educator in gaining new competencies in his or her profession or in a field closely related to his or her profession. Professional development may fulfill the annual number of hours required by regulation to maintain a license, registration or credential, and/or may result in college credit or CEUs that lead to career advancement"(Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care, 2010a, p. 14).

Workforce.  “Child care workers generally are classified into three different groups based on where they work: private household workers, who care for children at the children's homes; family child care Educators, who care for children in the Educators’ homes; and child care workers who work at child care centers, which include Head Start, Early Head Start, full-day and part-day preschool, and other early childhood programs"(U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012, para. 2). In Massachusetts center-based, FCC, and afterschool (Out-of-School Time) programs are licensed by the Massachusetts Department of Early Education and Care.

Presentation Style

“I had one Educator pull me aside and say, ‘do not change your way of speaking.’ She said, ‘the fact that you give us a little bit of time to process what you’ve said makes a big difference.’ Because if you are rushing through a presentation, you are not giving them time to process your last phrase or your last paragraph. So, she said to me – ‘don’t ever change that.’ She said, ‘you speak soft, you don’t ever accuse, you don’t point fingers, you go right to the point of what you want us to get out of what you are saying. Then you give us that little bit of time to reflect on what you said’. (#003; 6714, 7333)”

Training Evaluation Recommendations

Evaluation should include:

· Conducting ongoing observations and interact with learners to determine development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Strategies include: having individual and small group conversations; observing student participation in and completion of learning activities; offering simulations, games, and learning activities that stimulate collaborative learning, and including periodic self-evaluation.

· Checking in with the learner after the training via phone, email, or an on-site visit, if possible. This provides an opportunity to identify and address successes and challenges, and to scaffold learning.

· Using various modes of evaluation including verbal feedback, written evaluations, reviewing goals and format of evaluations with learners, reviewing course content as a group before completing evaluations, clearly articulating the purpose of the evaluation, and individually contacting a selection of learners after the training for a more in-depth verbal evaluation.

Additional Recommendations

Facilitators of professional development for diverse learners should consider creating professional learning communities (Dufour, 2004) to enable them to meet periodically to share information, knowledge, and research on best practices for PD. This model would focus on culturally responsive practices, providing the opportunity for relationship building, peer support, and direct application to practice.

Policy makers, funders, and programs should revisit funding allocations for programs. Current funding and grant requirements often allow little time for PD implementation. In order to promote changes and improvements in practice, additional time is needed for training implementation including on site mentoring support. Monetary support should be provided for the development of a mentoring system to assist with application of knowledge, skills, and attitudes to practice. 

To maximize funding and program improvements, the integration of communities of practice (Wenger, 2006) or professional learning communities (Dufour, 2004) should be integrated with mentoring support. The development and support of these groups should span the state and be facilitated by culturally responsive instructors with vast experience and expertise in the field. These groups should be an integral part of the EEC system and not simply funded periodically. As learning does not have a specific beginning and end, the ongoing acquisition of knowledge can be supported within these groups (Wenger).

All resources and trainings should be made available in multiple languages.

The field must revisit the need for community and relationship building to increase the current sparse attendance of ethnically and linguistically diverse learners at state funded trainings.

The field should honor and acknowledge the value of the Spanish language, and provide support for educators to become literate in their first language.

The Department of Early Education and Care and FCC Systems should collaborate with adult basic education Educators to offer General Education Development (GED) and English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) courses on an ongoing basis in multiple communities, in order to provide educators with the opportunity to obtain degrees and learn English. Unfortunatley, according to the Massachusetts Coalition for Adult Education (2011), more than 1.1 million or one-third of the individuals working for the state need Adult Basic Education services, yet there is a waitlist of over 5500 students for these classes. 
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Course Design Doc PROGRESS
1. Done: Developed form 

(for EC and future courses)
2. In Process:

1. Apply FEA Data
2. Finish Structure Section

3. Needed:
1. Application Tasks
2. LMS Tasks
3. Approval (5/6)

4. Access in Docs as 
CDD-ECERS.docx

EEC Course Design Template 

 Course Design Document  
Course Information  

 Name:     ECERS Level 1 

Program:     Early Childhood Environmental Rating Scales  

Designers:     Bram Moreinis & Don Kelley    

 Subject Matter Expert:   Jody Figuerido, IEPD.org (W. Springfield)  

 Start Date:     April 2018 (Resume and Redesign) 

 Delivery Date:   August 2018 (LMS Launch) 

Course Description 
The Environmental Rating Scale is a component of EEC’s Quality Rating & Improvement System (QRIS) 
for early education programs. To support program quality improvement, Early Childcare (EC) providers 
(teachers and assistant teachers) must maintain classroom environments that reflect indicators 
defined by the ERS.  Providers are likely to be directed to ERS training in one of three situations:  

1. Survival Need: A center-based program has not been approved for subsidy (QRIS Level 1)  
2. Targeted Problems: Issues have arisen in some classrooms, and ERS will used to address them 
3. Program Change: Classrooms may need redesign because of program-wide changes. 

In this 5-hour course, LMS-based eLearning will prepare Early Childcare (EC) providers to self-assess 
their classroom environments using the Environment Rating Scale (ERS).  To effectively self-assess and 
self-correct, learners need to be able to:  

1. Read the ERS: Understand the terms, elements and relationships that comprise the tool.  
2. Use the ERS: Relate subscales and items to observable factors in classroom environments  
3. Apply the ERS: Identify environment changes that would address unmet ERS standards 

Target Audience 
The primary audience is early childhood educators (teachers and assistants).  Secondary audience is 
center administrators.  Communication with parents will also be addressed by this training.  

Prerequisites 
Most learners will be experienced EC teachers. Those new to the role should be encouraged to train 
alongside more experienced colleagues who can share relevant experiences.  All teachers will have a 
HSD, some experience and 1 college level child growth course, while some assistant teachers may have 
no preparation.  10% will have BA and MA.   

Goals and Outcomes 
Performance Goals 

Upon course completion, learners should be able to:  

1. Explain the benefits of program assessment to a peer, parent or administrator.  
2. Complete an ERS, relating subscales and items appropriately to observable conditions.  
3. Use an ERS self-assessment to identify best practices and quality improvement areas.  
4. Plan classroom quality improvements that address unmet standards in the ERS self-assessment.  
5. Use ERS data to inform stakeholder communication (students, supervisors, peers, parents).   


EEC Course Design Template

Course Design Document 

Course Information 

Name: 				ECERS Level 1

Program: 				Early Childhood Environmental Rating Scales 

Designers: 				Bram Moreinis & Don Kelley			

Subject Matter Expert: 		Jody Figuerido, IEPD.org (W. Springfield)	

Start Date: 				April 2018 (Resume and Redesign)

Delivery Date:			August 2018 (LMS Launch)

Course Description

The Environmental Rating Scale is a component of EEC’s Quality Rating & Improvement System (QRIS) for early education programs. To support program quality improvement, Early Childcare (EC) providers (teachers and assistant teachers) must maintain classroom environments that reflect indicators defined by the ERS.  Providers are likely to be directed to ERS training in one of three situations: 

1. Survival Need: A center-based program has not been approved for subsidy (QRIS Level 1) 

2. Targeted Problems: Issues have arisen in some classrooms, and ERS will used to address them

3. Program Change: Classrooms may need redesign because of program-wide changes.

In this 5-hour course, LMS-based eLearning will prepare Early Childcare (EC) providers to self-assess their classroom environments using the Environment Rating Scale (ERS).  To effectively self-assess and self-correct, learners need to be able to: 

1. Read the ERS: Understand the terms, elements and relationships that comprise the tool. 

1. Use the ERS: Relate subscales and items to observable factors in classroom environments 

1. Apply the ERS: Identify environment changes that would address unmet ERS standards

Target Audience

The primary audience is early childhood educators (teachers and assistants).  Secondary audience is center administrators.  Communication with parents will also be addressed by this training. 

Prerequisites

Most learners will be experienced EC teachers. Those new to the role should be encouraged to train alongside more experienced colleagues who can share relevant experiences.  All teachers will have a HSD, some experience and 1 college level child growth course, while some assistant teachers may have no preparation.  10% will have BA and MA.  

Goals and Outcomes

Performance Goals

Upon course completion, learners should be able to: 

1. Explain the benefits of program assessment to a peer, parent or administrator. 

2. Complete an ERS, relating subscales and items appropriately to observable conditions. 

3. Use an ERS self-assessment to identify best practices and quality improvement areas. 

4. Plan classroom quality improvements that address unmet standards in the ERS self-assessment. 

5. Use ERS data to inform stakeholder communication (students, supervisors, peers, parents).  

Course Outcomes

While it should be possible to complete the training in isolation, full benefits are only obtained when the training is situated in peer, supervisory and client (parent) relationships. Considering both: 

		Outcome

		Isolated

		Situated



		Interaction: described the ERS process to a parent(s) and solicit input. 

		

		X



		Interaction: asked students questions to elicit focus points for ERS attention. 

		X

		X



		Document: produced ERS self-assessment (SA) of classroom program along all seven subscale dimensions or a self-selected subset. 

		X

		X



		Interaction: discussed the self-assessment with peers for improvement ideas.

		

		X



		Document: produced program improvement plan (PIP) for the classroom (not self-improvement) addressing all or some of the improvement areas in the SA.

		X

		X



		Interaction: presented the SA and PIP to the administrator for review and discussion prior to an administrative rating of the classroom. 

		

		X



		Interaction: described the improvements to a parent(s) and solicit impressions.

		

		X





Instructional Strategies

Meeting Learner Needs

1. Educators and Kids: Learners care about students, though may have negative associations with regulations. Must move from “gotta do" to “wanna do”. Get to their passion: start by activating the value of keeping kids healthy, safe, and on track to learn and be happy as the core.  Relate topics to personal history--get them engaged in wanting to improve. Emphasize the benefits of classroom program quality improvement (on student behavior, educator stress, supervisory relationships) with examples. Refrain from ERS instrument until benefits are conveyed. 

2. Educators and Supervisors:  To learners, recommend staging of self-assessment and improvement plans BEFORE scheduled admin ratings helps the supervisory relationship. Benefits of good admin relationships: funding, promotions? 

3. Supervisors and Educators Good supervisory relationships mean less staff turnover and better QRIS scores. To admins (in introductory materials), position training as an aid / advocacy to help supervision focus on learner needs and program needs (rather than ERS scores), given the general tendency to be critical and punitive.  Provide printable aids to reinforce this.  Encourage admins to take the training themselves before referring teachers. Also, emphasize value of the optional “admin review” module where admins log in to LMS to review work. 

4. Educators and Parents: Some parents view educators as babysitters. Bring the lingo into parent discussions: this improves professional status and allows parent education transfer. 

5. Strength-Based Training: Language should focus more on looking for evidence of best practice (gold stars), not looking for hazards (red flags), though both have a place.  Emphasize program-wide improvement first, don’t focus only on “teacher improvement"– as a center “we’re all in this together" and that’s how self-assessment helps the team. 

6. Presenter Backgrounds: for English, experience as a center administrator and inside knowledge count; for Spanish, relational warmth and professional demeanor count more. 

7. Materials: Regular pointers to connect to the past experiences of learners should culture, beliefs, and perceptions, rather than focus only on course content (ERS, videos, etc). 

8. ERS Scaffolding: Create online tool that simplifies the process of entering and reviewing ERS data, substituting natural language text for administrative forms.  Use this tool also to enter improvement plan data associated with selected targets from self-assessment. Tool produces printouts for administrative sharing and saves data (anonymous) for future training content.

Avoiding Technology Barriers

1. Technology: Expect many learners to be technologically illiterate.  Training should be designed for smartphones, but iPad-sized screens better. If beta-test sites can be loaned iPads, technology barriers can be removed from results. 

2. Help Desk: New LMS needs to be accompanied help desk support in English and Spanish.  Provided by contract? EEC can develop eLearning trainings to address problems communicated by LMS help desk. 

3. Center Support: Course posits relationships between learners and administrators and learners & peers as training targets.  Have learners identify who can answer tech questions locally – course should prompt learners to create a “tech support strategy” this way. 

Assessment Strategy

Performance Assessment

While checks for understanding and short-term recall are easy activities for eLearning, application of material to self-assessment and improvement via the ERS requires immediate application to performance environments, and reflection on application with colleagues and/or administrators.  

As we cannot effectively require application work without our own agents to assess it, we propose to target the administrators who would be assigning the training to providers with an introductory module outlining supporting roles to assume for best results.  Role expectations would include: 

1. Introduce the training goals to faculty via face-to-face meeting at the center.  For example, describe the relationship between the added responsibility of self-assessment and the granting of more independence and funds for classroom improvement. 

2. Situate the goals of the training as administrative expectations.  For example, providers can submit self-assessments in advance of administrator ratings, either to supplant or inform them.

3. Incorporate administrator review of materials via the LMS.  For example, once providers submit documents, the administrator is notified with credentials to log in and provide review comments associated with rubrics.  Once comments are provided, certificates are emailed.

Certificate Award

Beyond an indication that all training materials were engaged with by learners, assessment data from eLearning participation will be used primarily to improve trainings.  Neither the time it takes learners to complete activities nor the number of attempts required to demonstrate understanding and recall will affect the granting of a certificate of completion.  

If, as described above, transactions with peers and/or administrators are specified as a learning task, evidence of task completion may be required as LMS upload for the certificate, even if that evidence is not reviewed by EEC staff personally. 

Training Evaluation

· Conduct ongoing observations and interact with learners to determine development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Strategies: individual and small group conversations; observing student participation in and completion of learning activities.

· Check in with the learner after the training via phone, email, or an on-site visit. This helps identify and address successes and challenges, and to scaffold learning.

· Use various modes of evaluation including verbal feedback, written evaluations, reviewing goals and format of evaluations with learners, reviewing course content as a group before completing evaluations, clearly articulating the purpose of the evaluation, and individually contacting a selection of learners after the training for a more in-depth verbal evaluation.



Required Materials

No materials will be required beyond those situated within the EEC Learning Management System.  

Optional Materials

The ECERS-R (Teachers College Press, 2005, $24.95) is a recommended textbook and a source for much of the material.  Job aids (copies of scoring guides and sheets, for example) drawn from this resource will be provided for learner download. 

Technical Requirements

Minimum technical requirements for viewing Articulate 360 content are listed here.  Requirements for accessing the LMS are not yet available.  Best if training can be viewed on smartphones, thus digested in small chunks from different places by the widest group of learners.  

Reference List

Beyond The ECERS-R, examples will be drawn from All About the ECERS-R  (Kaplan Early Learning Company, 2004, $49.95) and Video Observations for the ECERS (Teachers College Press, 2006, $64) within applicable copyright guidelines.  Verbal permission to use these material has been granted by co-author Debby Cryer. 

Video material may be drawn from Zero to Three, Connecticut Office of Early Childhood of Early Childhood, and the Center for Early Childhood Education. If these are insufficient, EEC can negotiate with EPS center to obtain new footage, as was done with Peer Assistance and Coaching videos with Pam were done in partnership with sites that give permission.  Head Starts might also be open to videography. 

Other non-video resources can be found at Frank Porter Graham,  NAEYC and NAFCC.
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Course Structure

		Performance or Learning Objective

		Instructional Strategy

		Topics

		Exercises 

		Assessment Strategy



		Situate in Supervision

		Note to Center Administrators

		Why support self-assess

		

		



		Engage with training

		Hook: Humorous Analogy

		“The Last Snack”

		

		



		Commit to self-assessment with ERS

		Why self-assess?

		See FEA

		

		



		Adopt positive attitude towards SBA

		Connect to prior experience 

		Annual Car Inspections

		

		



		Orient to Course Model

		Include Captivate Training

		How to do eLearning

		

		



		Familiarize with 7 ERS Subscales

		Practice selector activity

		Checkbox Selector 

		Select the Subscale Game

		



		Subscales: Familiarize with Subscale Items

		Illustrate with key items as examples that demonstrate:


· Direct benefits to children, 

· Indirect benefits to provider (less discipline problems, less stress, more professionalism and job security) and 

· Indirect benefits to center. 

Use multiple choice questions and clickable illustrations to check for understanding and recall

		

		

		



		Subscale 1: SPACE AND FURNISHINGS 

		

		

		

		



		Subscale 2: PERSONAL CARE ROUTINES

		

		

		

		



		Subscale 3: LANGUAGE AND REASONING 

		

		

		

		



		Subscale 4: ACTIVITIES

		

		

		

		



		Subscale 5: INTERACTION

		

		

		

		



		Subscale 6: PROGRAM STRUCTURE

		

		

		

		



		Subscale 7: PARENTS AND STAFF

		

		

		

		



		SELF-ASSESSMENT

		

		

		

		



		Apply ERS Subscales to Examples

		

		

		

		



		Apply Subscale Items to Examples

		

		

		

		



		Use ERS Form to Perform Self-Assessment

		

		

		

		



		Upload SA and share with Administrator

		

		

		

		



		CLASSROOM IMPROVEMENT PLAN

		

		

		

		



		Create Class Improvement Plan from SA

		

		

		

		



		Upload CIP and share with Administrator

		

		

		

		



		CLOSING

		

		

		

		



		Join Provider Network (FB, Snapchat, etc.)

		

		

		

		



		Print out Certificate

		

		

		

		



		Provide Feedback for Designers

		

		

		

		









Structural Notes

Relationship is Target: In almost all cases, administrators assign this training to teachers (rather than teachers seeking it out on their own). It should therefore be engaged within the context of the administrator/ teacher relationship.  

Changes in Practice: Some administrators view the training as a way for teachers to interpret the results of ERS scoring done by administrators as raters, rather than expecting teachers to self-assess.  Because the focus of the training is self-assessment, the training will begin with a presentation for administrators about effective ways to incorporate the ERS into program quality improvement.

Peer Learning: The course depends on classroom teaching experiences to draw from.  Learners brand new to EC classrooms should find colleagues with more experience to take the training with. Goals and strategies for training success can be discussed and validated between peers (or learners with mentors, when available -- rarely), and activities can target peer communication between pairs. 

Course Progression

See Course Matrix. 

Course Run Time

The entire course should take five hours for an average learner. That time includes time engaged in the Storyline Modules, time using the LMS, and time offscreen performing and documenting assessments and improvement planning, alone and with others (Administrator, Peer Learner, Mentor). 

		Category

		Run Time

		Total Screens



		Fixed Timelines (Audio, Video)

		

		



		Slide Progression (Read, Next)

		

		



		Interactive Exercises or Games

		

		



		Knowledge Checks (unscored)

		

		



		Quizzes (scored)

		

		



		Optional Branching

		

		



		Application Tasks (offline)

		

		



		LMS Tasks (for Applications)

		

		



		Totals

		

		



		

		

		







Proportional Activity Time

[Show calculation that determines the proportional content of the course. Estimate time the average user would require, including optional branching.]

		Category

		Run Time

		Total Screens



		Engagement Hooks 

		

		



		Orientation, Process, Review

		

		



		Absorb (Audio, Video, User-Paced)

		

		



		Do (Apply knowledge, Games)

		

		



		Connect (Relate to Experience)

		

		



		Assess (Quizzes with Scores)

		

		



		Application Tasks (offline)

		

		



		Optional Branching

		

		



		Totals
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CDD: Outcomes
(Standalone eLearning vs targeting site-based interactions)

Outcome Isolated Situated

Interaction: described the ERS process to a parent(s) and solicit input. X
Interaction: asked students questions to elicit focus points for ERS attention. X X
Document: produced ERS self-assessment (SA) of classroom program along all seven 
subscale dimensions or a self-selected subset. X

X

Interaction: discussed the self-assessment with peers for improvement ideas. X
Document: produced program improvement plan (PIP) for the classroom (not self-
improvement) addressing all or some of the improvement areas in the SA.

X X

Interaction: presented the SA and PIP to the administrator for review and discussion prior 
to an administrative rating of the classroom. 

X

Interaction: described the improvements to a parent(s) and solicit impressions. X



Course Matrix
• Matrix builds out "Course 

Structure" section of CDD, 
but adds Individual Slides 

• Structure: Module/Unit 
=> Section/Lesson => 
Scene/Activity => Slide 

• Sections are stop/start 
points (separate files on 
LMS) 

• We begin each new 
section with titles & 
identifiers, and a review 
slide of last section

Sec  Sc Time Slide Title Performance Objective Learning Objective Content

SECTION 0 Message to Principals

0 0 0.0 Message to Admins: Before You Assign Training
  0.1 Context of Training  Consider provider accountability as goal Video Introduction by [Jody]
  0.2 Supporting Positive Change  Understand self-eval as best for accountability Research Results

0.3 Training Target is Relationship  Expect role to include review of self-eval & CIP Process Diagram
0.4 Any Questions? Provide contact info with questions / requests Contact Info for Pam

SECTION 1 Course Orientation

1 0 0.0 Brief Identification of Module Choose and Authenticate Story with a Hook
  0.1 Title Slide Identify Module   Planning Programs for Young Children Using the Envi   
  0.2 Authenticate Enter email address (to send results) Explain what data will be saved and sent.

1 1 1.0 "Cold Open" - Why We Read the Regs Hook: Engage in Training (and Goal)
1.1 The Last Snack Humor: Last Supper Reference The table: 12 kids & 1 teacher

1.2 These Are My Brownies Humor: Sacrament Reference Passing the snack: this is my brownie

1.3 The Surprise Surprise Consequence Ambulance with Toddler

1.4 The Betrayal Connect: What Rules Prevent "Were there nuts in the brownies?"

1.5 Predict Moral  Interact: Key in Moral of this Parable Enter the moral of the story

1.6 The Moral  Compare to Our Version "Good intentions + Regs = Success"

1 2 2.0 Value Hook: How Inspections Help Develop Positive Attitude towards Inspections
2.1 Car Comparison Decrease anxiety about standards assessment Compare: Auto Inspection
2.2 Why Annual Inspections? Attitude: inspection as value, not burden What is an Auto Inspection?
2.3 Two Types of People Attitude: inspection reveals strengths, weaknesses Why do inspections make some drivers nervous?
2.4 Why Self Assess? Attitude: inspection preparation is growth opp Save Time and Money: Self-Assess First
2.5 Standards Drive Inspections Attitude: standards drive inspections Childcare Needs Standard-Driven Inspections, Too!

1 3 3.0 Course Welcome Course Orientation
3.1 Orientation Consider course context Who this course is for
3.2 Self Identification Establish readiness for course Why are you taking this training?
3.3 Course Format Understand Course Components How do eLearning, LMS & Center Site relate
3.4 Key Resources Textbooks (not required) Click through to Amazon
3.5 Navigation Access Menu, other module resources Standard and custom player elements & conventions
3.6 Goals (New) Process Goal of Training Establish & Maintain Certification of Center
3.7 Objectives "What You'll Get" - Perf Objectives (CDD) Align Objectives to Menu (Where each happens)

SECTION 2 Introduction to the Environment Rating Scale
1 0 0.0 Description of Section Engage in Training (and Goal) Story with a Hook

  0.1 Title Slide Identify Section and Purpose Introduction to the ERS
  0.2 Review Section 1 Activate Prior Learning Review Section 1

2 1 1.0 Benefits of Choosing Filters (Assessments) Internalize Scale Identification
1.1 What we notice See how attention affects experience What grabs attention? Wins and Dangers
1.2 Sunglasses Metaphor See how responsibility affects attention Who we are filters what we see
1.3 Describe your Sunglasses Rate Subscales as attention filters What are your go-to filters?
1.4 What You'll See Experience self-selected filters Apply Selected Filters to Classroom
1.5 What You'll Miss Experience unselected filters Apply Un-selected Filters to Classroom
1.6 Narrative Self Assessment Reflect on experience of filters Does this prediction match experience?
1.7 Re-Select Filters Re-Rate Subscales as attention filters NOW which would you choose?
1.8 Value of Rating Scale See Rating Scale as Filter Set Reveal 1.3 in Scalar Context

3 1 2.0 Benefits of ECERS Filters Internalize Scale Identification
  2.1 What is the ECERS? Understand ERS as a system of filters for EC Programs Quick build of Rating Scale Concept Map

2.2 ERS Filters Overview Build Concept Map of Subscales List of Subscales and items for printing
2.3 The Filters In Action Identify subscales from examples Identify Subscales in Classroom Examples in Videos
2.4 What the Filters Reveal Apply prior knowledge to evaluate examples  Show Puzzle Piece, choose Gold Star or Red Flag
2.5 Choose the Appropriate Item Distinguish focus item from subscale example  Show Puzzle Piece & Rating, Choose Item

Environmental Rating Scales: EC-ERS Level 1


Matrix Use

		Using the Course Matrix

		Progression: FEA => CDD => Matrix => Storyboard =>Storyline

		DD = "Design Document" for Signoff; Matrix = Construction Specs for Storyboard

		Matrix builds on "Course Structure" section of CDD, but adds individual slides

		Matrixs Structure: Module/Unit => Section/Lesson => Scene/Activity => Slide

		Sections are stop/start point for learners (separate files on LMS)

		Begin new sections with titles & identifiers

		To include more than short phrases, use cell comments, then link to development docs



		Matrix Design Best Practices

		Begin Each Module with a Hook.

		Organize Sections by Performance Goals

		Organize Scenes by Objective (Learning or Performance)

		End each section with a review slide before exit (for metacognition)

		Follow new section titles with previous review slide

		Include each Horton Type per Performance: Connect / Absorb / Do / Assess

		Alternate Learning and Performance Scenes (Internalize Pattern)



		Matrix Heading		Abbrev.

		Section (1,2,3)		Sec  

		Scene (0,1,2,3)		Sc

		Scene Slide (1.0, 1.1,1.2)		Slide

		Element Title		Title

		Performance Competency Objective		Performance Objective

		Course Learning Objective		Learning Objective

		Content Description		Content

		Materials Needed to Convey Content		Materials

		Activity or Assessment Method		Activity or Assessment Method

		Measurement Method		Measurement

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































https://www.shiftelearning.com/blog/bid/273755/eLearning-Tips-How-To-Hook-Your-Learner-On-the-First-Few-Screenshttps://horton.com/additional-resources/e-learning-examples/

Current

		Environmental Rating Scales: EC-ERS Level 1

		Sec  		Sc		Time		Slide		Title		Performance Objective		Learning Objective		Content		Materials		Activity or Assessment		Measurement

		SECTION 0								Message to Principals

		0		0				0.0		Message to Admins: Before You Assign Training

		 		 				0.1		Context of Training		 		Consider provider accountability as goal		Video Introduction by [Jody]						Email auto-responder, get code

		 		 				0.2		Supporting Positive Change		 		Understand self-eval as best for accountability		Research Results						Email auto-responder, get code

								0.3		Training Target is Relationship		 		Expect role to include review of self-eval & CIP		Process Diagram

								0.4		Any Questions?				Provide contact info with questions / requests		Contact Info for Pam

		SECTION 1								Course Orientation

		1		0				0.0		Brief Identification of Module

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
We can choose another story if this one is too edgy.  I would include the title and focus of the course on the first slide, but not as a "title slide" - just as a caption so folks know where they are. 
				Choose and Authenticate		Story with a Hook		Illustrations

		 		 				0.1		Title Slide				Identify Module   		Planning Programs for Young Children Using the Environment Rating Scale				Authentication		Email auto-responder, get code

		 		 				0.2		Authenticate				Enter email address (to send results)		Explain what data will be saved and sent.				Authentication

: Given registration email, leaner can receive code and enter it. After entering email, a message to auto-responder is automatically sent with a code.  Learners must enter that code to continue. If email address is not in our system, follow up.  Automate?
	-Bram Moreinis		Email auto-responder, get code



		1		1				1.0		"Cold Open" - Why We Read the Regs				Hook: Engage in Training (and Goal)

								1.1		The Last Snack

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/11/Giampietrino-Last-Supper-ca-1520.jpg/800px-Giampietrino-Last-Supper-ca-1520.jpg
				Humor: Last Supper Reference		The table: 12 kids & 1 teacher		Drawing based on Last Supper (LDV)

								1.2		These Are My Brownies				Humor: Sacrament Reference		Passing the snack: this is my brownie		Passing out brownies

								1.3		The Surprise				Surprise Consequence		Ambulance with Toddler		Ambulance with Toddler

								1.4		The Betrayal				Connect: What Rules Prevent		"Were there nuts in the brownies?"		Adult Asking Toddler. Showing peanut

								1.5		Predict Moral		 		Interact: Key in Moral of this Parable		Enter the moral of the story

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
SL 360 Might be able to read this aloud with TTS.  Asked on eLearning Heroes.
		Empty Quotes - silent movie style		Text entry box		Recorded, not measured.

								1.6		The Moral		 		Compare to Our Version		"Good intentions + Regs = Success"		Quoted Moral		Compare with Actual.



		1		2				2.0		Value Hook: How Inspections Help

: This all seems obvious.  Should it be optional?  Also, if someone does NOT own a car - is this a wasted reference?  Should we instead do an annual physical?
	-Bram Moreinis		Develop Positive Attitude towards Inspections

								2.1		Car Comparison		Decrease anxiety about standards assessment				Compare: Auto Inspection		Image of Inspection Bay

								2.2		Why Annual Inspections?		Attitude: inspection as value, not burden				What is an Auto Inspection?		Image of Under-Car Inspection

								2.3		Two Types of People		Attitude: inspection reveals strengths, weaknesses				Why do inspections make some drivers nervous?		Nervous and Confident Characters		Choose one of two characters (nervous / not)		Recorded, not measured.

								2.4		Why Self Assess?		Attitude: inspection preparation is growth opp				Save Time and Money: Self-Assess First		Confident Character Winking

								2.5		Standards Drive Inspections		Attitude: standards drive inspections				Childcare Needs Standard-Driven Inspections, Too!		Child Care Provider Winking



		1		3				3.0		Course Welcome				Course Orientation

								3.1		Orientation				Consider course context		Who this course is for		Provider with iPad showing Training		 

: Given prompts, learner selects those matching context. 
Choose IT, EC or Combined.
Choose Assistant Teacher, Teacher, or Administrator.
Enter Program Identifier?
	-Bram Moreinis		 

								3.2		Self Identification				Establish readiness for course		Why are you taking this training?		Checkboxes		Checklist of choices

: Given prompts, learner selects those matching context. 
Choose IT, EC or Combined.
Choose Assistant Teacher, Teacher, or Administrator.
Enter Program Identifier?
	-Bram Moreinis		Required options selected

								3.3		Course Format				Understand Course Components		How do eLearning, LMS & Center Site relate		Diagrams

								3.4		Key Resources				Textbooks (not required)		Click through to Amazon		Book Cover & Purchase Button

								3.5		Navigation 				Access Menu, other module resources		Standard and custom player elements & conventions		Captivate Training embed		Interface Tour

: Given an ordered set of targets, learner can click correctly on mock-up of template, revealing pop-ups.
	-Bram Moreinis		Sequence Followed

								3.6		Goals (New)				Process Goal of Training		Establish & Maintain Certification of Center

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
Value: Health, Safety and Learning of Children
Goal: Establish Maintain Licensing and Subsidy of Center
Goal: Estabslish and Maintain Best Practice as a Professional
Goal: Contribute to a Community of Practice
 		Image of CC Center Inspection		 		 

								3.7		Objectives				"What You'll Get" - Perf Objectives (CDD)		Align Objectives to Menu (Where each happens)		Show menu by Perf. Obj. Sections		 		 



		SECTION 2								Introduction to the Environment Rating Scale

		1		0				0.0		Description of Section

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
We can choose another story if this one is too edgy.  I would include the title and focus of the course on the first slide, but not as a "title slide" - just as a caption so folks know where they are. 
				Engage in Training (and Goal)		Story with a Hook		Illustrations

		 		 				0.1		Title Slide				Identify Section and Purpose		Introduction to the ERS

		 		 				0.2		Review Section 1				Activate Prior Learning 		Review Section 1



		2		1				1.0		Benefits of Choosing Filters (Assessments)				Internalize Scale Identification

								1.1		What we notice				See how attention affects experience		What grabs attention? Wins and Dangers		Talking Head Video of SME / Other		Pop up terms as mentioned

								1.2		Sunglasses Metaphor				See how responsibility affects attention		Who we are filters what we see		Fireman, Custodian, Teacher, Child, Mouse		Choose the Overlay

								1.3		Describe your Sunglasses				Rate Subscales as attention filters		What are your go-to filters?		Subscales with Poignant Examples		Checkbox Selections		Record Answer 

								1.4		What You'll See				Experience self-selected filters		Apply Selected Filters to Classroom		Show all selected overlays

								1.5		What You'll Miss				Experience unselected filters		Apply Un-selected Filters to Classroom		Show all un-selected overlays		 

								1.6		Narrative Self Assessment 				Reflect on experience of filters		Does this prediction match experience?		Record or Key In Response to Experience		Text entry box with record button		Save for self

								1.7		Re-Select Filters				Re-Rate Subscales as attention filters		NOW which would you choose?		Subscales with Poignant Examples		Checkbox Selections		Save for self

								1.8		Value of Rating Scale				See Rating Scale as Filter Set		Reveal 1.3 in Scalar Context		 Images of ERS		Checkbox Selections		Save for self



		3		1				2.0		Benefits of ECERS Filters				Internalize Scale Identification

		 		 				2.1		What is the ECERS?		Understand ERS as a system of filters for EC Programs				Quick build of Rating Scale Concept Map		Build cognitive map of rating scales

								2.2		ERS Filters Overview		Build Concept Map of Subscales				List of Subscales and items for printing		Performance Aid		Download / Print PDF		Drag N Drop (below)

								2.3		The Filters In Action		Identify subscales from examples				Identify Subscales in Classroom Examples in Videos		Jigsaw Puzzle Selector of Video Freeze-Frame		Training - pick correct area for label		Record Correct Answers

								2.4		What the Filters Reveal		Apply prior knowledge to evaluate examples 		 		Show Puzzle Piece, choose Gold Star or Red Flag		Same Video Overlay plus multiple choice		Training - evaluate selection  		Record Correct Answers

								2.5		Choose the Appropriate Item		Distinguish focus item from subscale example		 		Show Puzzle Piece & Rating, Choose Item		Multiple choice of items		Training - choose appropriate item based on rating		Record Correct Answers

								2.6		Compare with Experts		[see previous]				Paired with previous slide (series of pairs)		Show correct answer and explanation		 

								2.7		Identify Growth Edge		Develop a sense of strong and weak filters				Display concept map with red and green outlines		 		 		 



		SECTION 3								Getting to Know the Subscales

		3		0				0.0		Deeper Dive into ECERS Filter

		 		 				0.1		Title Slide				Identify Section and Purpose		Introduction to the ERS

		 		 				0.2		Review Section 1				Activate Prior Learning 		Review Section 1

								0.3		How the Welcome Tour Works				Understand Pattern for Section		Video Demo

								0.4		Learn What To Look For		Form concepts around standards				Mind Map - All Levels				Each item is two slides:  First the mind map (tree & branch), then the Vital Signs Chart (text entry boxes for up to three gold stars and red flags). 		Build out new branches of concept map for each subscale item.  For each, add a pair of vital signs (Gold Stars and Red Flags).   

								0.41		1: Space And Furnishings 		Associate "Vital Signs" with Subscales				Split/Screen Slide: Mind Map Branch of Subscale with items,and some sample vital signs (gold stars and red flags).

								0.42		2: Personal Care Routines		Associate "Vital Signs" with Subscales

								0.43		3: Language And Reasoning 		Associate "Vital Signs" with Subscales

								0.44		4: Learning Activites		Associate "Vital Signs" with Subscales

								0.45		5: Interaction		Associate "Vital Signs" with Subscales

								0.46		6: Program Structure		Associate "Vital Signs" with Subscales

								0.47		7: Parents And Staff		Associate "Vital Signs" with Subscales



		3		1				1.0		SPACE AND FURNISHINGS

								1.1		1.    Indoor space		Attach significance to environment details that trigger the sense of "gold stars" (things that indicate positive environments based on standards) and "red flags" (things that present hazards and do not meet standards)				Build out new branches of concept map for each subscale item.  For each, add a pair of vital signs (Gold Stars and Red Flags).   

								1.2		2.    Furnishings for care, play, and learning

								1.3		3.    Room arrangement for play and learning

								1.4		4.    Space for privacy

								1.5		5.    Child-related display

								1.6		6.    Space for gross motor play

								1.7		7.    Gross motor equipment

								1.8		Assessment (see. 3.8 Below)

		3		2				2.0		PERSONAL CARE ROUTINES

								2.1		1.    Meals/snacks		Attach significance to environment details that trigger the sense of "gold stars" (things that indicate positive environments based on standards) and "red flags" (things that present hazards and do not meet standards)				Build out new branches of concept map for each subscale item.  For each, add a pair of vital signs (Gold Stars and Red Flags).   

								2.2		2.    Toileting/diapering

								2.3		3.    Health practices 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
Handwashing observed:
Upon arrival in class or re-entry from outdoors:
After sand or play with messy dry materials
Before/after water play or use of shared moist materials:
After dealing w/ bodily fluids or skin contact with open sores:
After touching pets or contaminated objects:



								2.4		4.    Safety practices 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):

1.1, 3.1. Safety hazards
                      Major                             Minor
 
  
  
Indoors  
  
  


Outdoors  


								2.5		Assessment (see. 3.8 Below)

		3		3				3.0		LANGUAGE AND REASONING

								3.1		1.    Helping children expand vocabulary 		Attach significance to environment details that trigger the sense of "gold stars" (things that indicate positive environments based on standards) and "red flags" (things that present hazards and do not meet standards)				Build out new branches of concept map for each subscale item.  For each, add a pair of vital signs (Gold Stars and Red Flags).   

								3.2		2.    Encouraging children to use language 

								3.3		3.    Staff use of books with children 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
7.1. Use of books that relate to current class activities (1 example):

7.2. Staff and children discuss book content (1 example):


7.3. Books used informally (2 examples):

7.4. Use books to help answer questions (1 example):


																				

: Given prompts, learner selects those matching context. 
Choose IT, EC or Combined.
Choose Assistant Teacher, Teacher, or Administrator.
Enter Program Identifier?
	-Bram Moreinis		3.4		4.    Encouraging children’s use of books

								3.5		5.    Becoming familiar with print

								3.6		Assessment (see. 3.8 Below)

		3		4				4.0		LEARNING ACTIVITIES

								4.1		1.    Fine motor 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
Types of fine motor material
(total of 10 required for 3.1; all categories must be represented for 5.1):
• Interlocking building materials:
• Art:
• Manipulatives:
• Puzzles:
7.1. Staff show extended interest in children’s use of fine motor materials (Observe for 2 children):
										

: Given prompts, learner selects those matching context. 
Choose IT, EC or Combined.
Choose Assistant Teacher, Teacher, or Administrator.
Enter Program Identifier?
	-Bram Moreinis		Attach significance to environment details that trigger the sense of "gold stars" (things that indicate positive environments based on standards) and "red flags" (things that present hazards and do not meet standards)				Build out new branches of concept map for each subscale item.  For each, add a pair of vital signs (Gold Stars and Red Flags).   

								4.2		2.    Art 

								4.3		3.    Music and movement 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
7.1 Types of music materials (3 needed for 3.1; 10 needed for 5.1):
• instruments:
• music to listen to (played by staff or child):
7.2 Point out rhyming words in songs, etc. (1 example):
7.3 Experiment with rhyming in songs (1 example):


																

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
Value: Health, Safety and Learning of Children
Goal: Establish Maintain Licensing and Subsidy of Center
Goal: Estabslish and Maintain Best Practice as a Professional
Goal: Contribute to a Community of Practice
 		4.4		4.    Blocks 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
Types of blocks (√ = observed):
     unit
     large hollow
7.2. Link written language to block play (1 example, evidence in display can count):
7.3. Staff points out math concepts related to blocks (1 example):


																				

: Given an ordered set of targets, learner can click correctly on mock-up of template, revealing pop-ups.
	-Bram Moreinis		

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
We can choose another story if this one is too edgy.  I would include the title and focus of the course on the first slide, but not as a "title slide" - just as a caption so folks know where they are. 
		4.5		5.    Dramatic play 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
5.1. Themes represented in props (2 examples):
5.3. Observe two conversations:
7.1. Diversity (4 examples):
7.2. Number talk in dramatic play (1 example):


								4.6		6.    Nature/science 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
3.1/5.1.Types of nature/science materials
(5 from 2 types required for 3.1; 15 from 5 types required for 5.1):
Living things: Tools:
Natural objects: Sand/water:
Factual books, picture games (5 books required):
3.2. Talk about nature/science in any way (1 example):
5.2. Talk about nature/science as children use materials (1 example):
5.3. Model care/respect for environment (1 example):
7.2. Help care for and talk about pet/plant (1 example):



								4.7		7.    Math materials and activities 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
3.1/5.1. Types of math/number materials (3.1 requires 2 from each category;
5.1 requires 10 total, with 3 from each category):
• Counting/comparing quantities:
• Measuring/comparing sizes, parts of whole:
• Familiarity with shapes:
3.2. Staff give info and ask questions:
5.2. Join in math materials play, ask questions, respond, show enthusiasm
7.2. Questioning that stimulates reasoning with materials (1 example):
7.3. Math activities with teacher input (1 example):


								4.8		8.    Math in daily events 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
3.1/5.1. Count/use math words during transitions and routines (1 example required for 3.1; 2 required for 5.1):
3.2/5.2. Math talk during play with non-math materials (1 example required for 3.2; 2 required for 5.2):
3.3. Math talk about daily events (1 example):
7.1 Connect print number/shape with use in environment (1 example):
7.2 Children explain math reasoning (1 example):
7.3 More complex tasks for older children (1 example):



								4.9		9.    Understanding written numbers 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
3.3. Point out numbers on play materials (1 example):
3.4. Relate print number to number of objects or pictures (1 example):
5.1, 7.1. Play materials accessible showing print numbers and things to count (5.1 requires 3 examples; 7.1 requires 5 examples)
5.3, 7.3. Show children how to use materials with print numbers and talk about meaning
(5.3 requires 1 example; 7.3 requires 2 examples):
7.4. Relate print number to number of fingers (1 example):



								4.10		10.  Promoting acceptance of diversity 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
3.1, 5.2. Examples of diversity in materials:
 Books Pictures Dolls and Other play
Total (3 required for 3.1; 10 required for 5.2):
5.1. Two types of dramatic play props showing diversity:
5.3. Types of diversity represented (Check if found):
Race Culture Age Ability Gender  
7.1 Diversity in learning activities (1 example):
Positive conversations about benefits of similarities and differences (1 example):



								4.11		11.  Appropriate use of technology 

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
5.4. Staff actively involved? (1 example)

								4.12		Assessment (see. 3.8 Below)

		3		5				5.0		INTERACTION

								5.1		1.    Supervision of gross motor		Attach significance to environment details that trigger the sense of "gold stars" (things that indicate positive environments based on standards) and "red flags" (things that present hazards and do not meet standards)				Build out new branches of concept map for each subscale item.  For each, add a pair of vital signs (Gold Stars and Red Flags).   

								5.2		2.    Individualized teaching and learning

								5.3		3.    Staff-child interaction

								5.4		4.    Peer interaction

								5.5		5.    Discipline

								5.6		Assessment (see. 3.8 Below)

		3		6				6.0		PROGRAM STRUCTURE

								6.1		1.    Transitions and waiting times		Attach significance to environment details that trigger the sense of "gold stars" (things that indicate positive environments based on standards) and "red flags" (things that present hazards and do not meet standards)				Build out new branches of concept map for each subscale item.  For each, add a pair of vital signs (Gold Stars and Red Flags).   

								6.2		2.    Free play

								6.3		3.    Whole-group activities for play and learning

								6.4		Assessment (see. 3.8 Below)

		3		7				7.0		PARENTS AND STAFF

								7.1		Appropriate examples needed. 		Attach significance to environment details that trigger the sense of "gold stars" (things that indicate positive environments based on standards) and "red flags" (things that present hazards and do not meet standards)				Build out new branches of concept map for each subscale item.  For each, add a pair of vital signs (Gold Stars and Red Flags).   

								7.2		 

								7.3		 

								7.4		Assessment (see. 3.8 Below)

		3		8				1.0		Associate Components of ERS 		 

								1.1		For Each: Subscale, Item, Indicator		Correctly Perform 3-part Assessment				Activity Instructions (Tour)				Completes Activity Each time		Count of Correct

								1.2		Match the Subscale		ID Subscale for given items				 				Multiple Choice		Correct in 1.31

								1.3		Match the Item		ID Item from Observation Notes								Multiple Choice		Correct in 1.31

								1.4		Match the Indicator		IT Indicator from Observation								Multiple Choice		Correct in 1.31

								1.5		Present Worked Example		Subscale, Item, Indicator, Notes



		SECTION 4								Working the Environment Rating Scale

		3		0				0.0		Brief Identification of Module

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
We can choose another story if this one is too edgy.  I would include the title and focus of the course on the first slide, but not as a "title slide" - just as a caption so folks know where they are. 
		

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
3.1/5.1. Types of math/number materials (3.1 requires 2 from each category;
5.1 requires 10 total, with 3 from each category):
• Counting/comparing quantities:
• Measuring/comparing sizes, parts of whole:
• Familiarity with shapes:
3.2. Staff give info and ask questions:
5.2. Join in math materials play, ask questions, respond, show enthusiasm
7.2. Questioning that stimulates reasoning with materials (1 example):
7.3. Math activities with teacher input (1 example):
		

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
We can choose another story if this one is too edgy.  I would include the title and focus of the course on the first slide, but not as a "title slide" - just as a caption so folks know where they are. 
		

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
3.1/5.1. Count/use math words during transitions and routines (1 example required for 3.1; 2 required for 5.1):
3.2/5.2. Math talk during play with non-math materials (1 example required for 3.2; 2 required for 5.2):
3.3. Math talk about daily events (1 example):
7.1 Connect print number/shape with use in environment (1 example):
7.2 Children explain math reasoning (1 example):
7.3 More complex tasks for older children (1 example):

		

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
3.3. Point out numbers on play materials (1 example):
3.4. Relate print number to number of objects or pictures (1 example):
5.1, 7.1. Play materials accessible showing print numbers and things to count (5.1 requires 3 examples; 7.1 requires 5 examples)
5.3, 7.3. Show children how to use materials with print numbers and talk about meaning
(5.3 requires 1 example; 7.3 requires 2 examples):
7.4. Relate print number to number of fingers (1 example):

		

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
3.1, 5.2. Examples of diversity in materials:
 Books Pictures Dolls and Other play
Total (3 required for 3.1; 10 required for 5.2):
5.1. Two types of dramatic play props showing diversity:
5.3. Types of diversity represented (Check if found):
Race Culture Age Ability Gender  
7.1 Diversity in learning activities (1 example):
Positive conversations about benefits of similarities and differences (1 example):

		

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
5.4. Staff actively involved? (1 example)		

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/11/Giampietrino-Last-Supper-ca-1520.jpg/800px-Giampietrino-Last-Supper-ca-1520.jpg
										

: Given registration email, leaner can receive code and enter it. After entering email, a message to auto-responder is automatically sent with a code.  Learners must enter that code to continue. If email address is not in our system, follow up.  Automate?
	-Bram Moreinis		

: Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
SL 360 Might be able to read this aloud with TTS.  Asked on eLearning Heroes.
		

: This all seems obvious.  Should it be optional?  Also, if someone does NOT own a car - is this a wasted reference?  Should we instead do an annual physical?
	-Bram Moreinis		

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):
Handwashing observed:
Upon arrival in class or re-entry from outdoors:
After sand or play with messy dry materials
Before/after water play or use of shared moist materials:
After dealing w/ bodily fluids or skin contact with open sores:
After touching pets or contaminated objects:

		

Moreinis, Bram (EEC): Moreinis, Bram (EEC):

1.1, 3.1. Safety hazards
                      Major                             Minor
 
  
  
Indoors  
  
  


Outdoors  
				Engage in Training (and Goal)		Story with a Hook		Illustrations

		 		 				0.1		Title Slide				Identify Section and Purpose		Applying the ERS

		 		 				0.2		Review Slide				Activate Prior Learning 		Review Section 2



		3		1				1.0		ERS Form Familiarization		Associate  Components of ERS 

								1.1		Audio Tour				View Tour of Fine Motor		Subscale, Item, Indicators, Rating Scale

								1.2		Place Labels (ForEach Page)		Identify Subscale, Item, Indicator, Rating								Associate Label with Form Region		Continue until correct

								1.3		Apply ERS Subscales to Examples

								1.4		Apply Subscale Items to Examples

								1.5		Use ERS Form to Perform Self-Assessment

								1.6		Upload SA and share with Administrator







		SECTION 5								Self Assessment with the ERS

		4		0				7.0		Applying Data to Program Improvement		Complete Learning Activity or LangLit Eval								Print Form, Observe, Complete		Submit via File Upload

								7.1		Introduce Self-Rating Task				Able to complete task

								7.2		Observe and Rate Classroom		Able to apply ERS to 1-2 Subscales

								7.3		Key In Rating				Key in to Fillable PDF						Key in to Fillable PDF

								7.4		Submit Rating				Rating Uploaded to Portfolio						Rating Uploaded to Portfolio



		SECTION 4								SELF-ASSESSMENT

										Apply ERS Subscales to Examples

										Apply Subscale Items to Examples

										Use ERS Form to Perform Self-Assessment

										Upload SA and share with Administrator



		SECTION 5								CLASS IMPROVEMENT PLAN

										Create Class Improvement Plan Doc Based on SA

										Upload CIP and share with Administrator



		SECTION 6								CERTIFICATE AND NEXT STEPS

										Join Provider Social Network (FB, Snapchat, etc.)

										Print out Certificate

										Feedback for Designers





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sOBnEebKvJB33yG3gOYir1RRla_dPvoBRGQZDnMVQpE/edithttps://docs.google.com/document/d/1SqsJUGDA-yVqnXkAqdTV9nJrOMvtYjvP79jqXgyeYuo/edit?usp=sharinghttps://docs.google.com/document/d/1SqsJUGDA-yVqnXkAqdTV9nJrOMvtYjvP79jqXgyeYuo/edit?usp=sharing

Orig IEPD

		Index		Title		Slide		Performance		Learning		Other		Note

		1		  TITLE: Planning Programs for Young Children Using the ERS		1.0.1

		2		  Course Orientation		1.3.0

		3		�    Who is this Course For?		1.3.1

		4		�    Why should I complete this course?		1.3.2

		5		�    How Long Will it Take?		1.3.3

		6		  Alphabet Soup!

		7		�    Explain the Acronyms:

		8		�    ECERS, ITERS, QRIS, CQIP

		9		  Multiple Choice question re acronyms

		10		  Why should I use ECERS?		2.1.8

		11		�What are the benefits of evaluating/assessing your program?		1.1.0

		12		Make analogy to Automobile Inspections		1.2.0

		13		  Think about your classroom?		2.1.3

		14		  ID  Classroom factors that impact quality		2.1.4

		15		Type in your answers then click ‘submit’.		2.1.6

		16		  What educators are saying:

		17		  Housekeeping

		18		     Stopping in the Middle to Listen

		19		     Introductions

		20		When you think about your learning environment:		3.0

		21		�    The physical space, furnishings, and materials		3.1

		22		�    Consistent schedules and routines		3.2

		23		�    Planned activities		3.4

		24		�    Establishing positive interactions		3.5

		25		Current Space		3.0.4

		26		�    What works well?		3.0.4

		27		�    What is challenging?		3.0.4

		28		     Learning Objectives		1.3.7

		29		As a result of this By the end of this training, participants you will be able to:		1.3.7

		30		�    Articulate Explain the benefits of program assessment		1.3.7

		31		�    Describe relationship between program assessment and use of data to increase program quality		1.3.7

		32		�    Complete the Environment Rating Scale and Arnett Assessment Tools		1.3.7

		33		�    Review and use data to design an action plan for continuous quality improvement		1.3.7

		34		�    Update CQIP reflecting on the data obtained from this self‐assessment.		1.3.7		 

		35		     Today’s Agenda		1.3.5

		36		ECERS/ITERS

		37		�    Introductions

		38		�    Benefits of using the ECERS/ITERS

		39		�    Navigating the ECERS/ITERS

		40		�    Rating and scoring the ECERS/ITERS

		41		�    Using the results

		42		     Subtitles

		43		     Our work throughout this session…

		44		     Classroom Assessment

		45		Small group discussion:

		46		�    List Think of three steps you take when considering how to set up your classroom.

		47		�    List Think of three ways you know when a change is needed (after initial set up).

		48		�    List Think of three steps you take to make these changes.

		49		     What are others thinking?

		50		     ECERs‐R, ITERS‐R, & Classroom Evaluation

		51		     What is the Environment Rating Scale (ERS)?

		52		�    Observation tool

		53		�    Assesses “ process quality”

		54		�    Research‐based, reliable and valid

		55		�    Different tools for different settings

		56		�    ITERs‐ infants through 2 ½ years

		57		�    ECERs ‐ for children 2 ½ ‐ 5 years

		58		     Focus on the Textbook

		59		�    Observation tool

		60		�    Assesses “ process quality”

		61		�    Research‐based, reliable and valid

		62		�    Different tools for different settings

		63		�    ITERs‐ infants through 2 ½ years

		64		�    ECERs ‐ for children 2 ½ ‐ 5 years

		65		     What do you like about this classroom?

		66		     How about this classroom?

		67		     Measuring Program Quality

		68		�    Informal

		69		�    Formal

		70		     Multiple Choice Question

		71		�    Is a teacher survey an example of formal or informal program quality measurement?

		72		     Types of Assessment Formal

		73		     Types of Assessment Formal

		74		     Types of Assessment Formal

		75		     Benefits of Program Assessment

		76		�    One change can eaffect the whole culture

		77		�    Pinpoint problems

		78		�    Promote objective decision making

		79		�    Identify what is going well and maintain that

		80		�    Promote continuous improvement

		81		     How the Tool is Designed

		82		�    Subscales

		83		�    Items

		84		�   Criteria Strands

		85		�   Inadequate

		86		�   Minimal

		87		�   Good

		88		�   Excellent

		89		ALSO:

		90		�   Notes for Clarification

		91		�   Questions

		92		     ECERS Subscales

		93		�    Space and Furnishings

		94		�    Personal Care

		95		�    Language and Literacy

		96		�    Learning Activities

		97		�    Interaction

		98		�    Program Structure

		99		�    Parents and Staff

		100		     Overview of Subscales and Items of ECERS‐R

		101		     ECERs‐R Match‐up

		102		Subscales

		103		�    Space and furnishings

		104		�    Personal care routines

		105		�    Language‐Reasoning

		106		�    Activities

		107		�    Interaction

		108		�    Program structure

		109		�    Parents and staff Items

		110		•    Free Play

		111		•    Meals/snacks

		112		•    Nature/science

		113		•    Discipline

		114		•    Encouraging children to communicate

		115		•    Provisions for parents

		116		•    Opportunities for professionals growth

		117		•    Child related display

		118		•    Promoting acceptance of diversity

		119		     Example of organization

		120		Subscale: Space and Furnishings (page 10) Item  Indoor Space

		121		Rating indicators (inadequate‐ excellent)

		122		�    1 through 1

		123		�    2 through 2

		124		�    3 through 3

		125		�    4 through 4

		126		�    5

		127		     Terms– ECERS‐R

		128		Ø     Accessible‐ within view (2 & 3 yr. olds) easy access (4 & 5 yr. olds )

		129		Ø     Substantial portion of the day‐ at least 1/3 of day…. depends on # of children and their age and ability….

		130		Ø     Some, many, and varied‐

		131		Ø      Staff‐ adults directly involved with the children

		132		Ø      Weather permitting‐ almost every day unless….

		133		     ITERs‐R Match‐up

		134		Subscales

		135		�    Space and furnishings

		136		�    Personal care routines

		137		�    Listening and Talking

		138		�    Activities

		139		�    Interaction

		140		�    Program structure

		141		�    Parents and staff Items

		142		•    Provisions for relaxation and comfort

		143		•    Music and movement

		144		•    Safety practices

		145		•    Discipline

		146		•    Free play

		147		•    Provisions for parents

		148		•    Staff continuity

		149		•    Using books

		150		•    Promoting acceptance of diversity

		151		     Overview of Subscales and Items of ITERS‐R

		152		     How the scales are designed pg. 40 (ITERS) Subscale: Activities

		153		Rating Indicators and Strands (inadequate—excellent)

		154		§    1 through 1

		155		§    2 through 2

		156		§    3 through 3

		157		* Notes for Clarification

		158		     Terms‐‐ ITERS‐R

		159		�    Accessible—within view and easy access

		160		�    Appropriate—defined in each term

		161		�    Hand Washing‐ soap and running water 5‐10 seconds…

		162		�    Infants/Toddlers—birth to 11 months, 12‐30 months

		163		�    Much of the day—depends on hours of the program

		164		�    Some, many – depends on # of children and their age and ability….

		165		�    Staff—adults directly involved with children

		166		�    Weather permitting—almost everyday unless….

		167		   *Notes for Clarification

		168		•   Read all notes carefully before scoring.

		169		•  Questions for an observer to ask.

		170		     Subtitles

		171		     Flow from Subscales to Score.

		172		     Scavenger Hunt: ECERS Find the item and indicator

		173		     Scavenger Hunt: ITERS Find the item and indicator

		174		     Scavenger Hunt: ITERS Find the item and indicator

		175		     Review/Reflection

		176		Can you find it in the ITERS/ECERS?

		177		     Rating and Scoring the TOOL

		178		     Rating the indicators

		179		Rate each statement with a yes or no:

		180		�    Read the entire scale, notes for clarification, and questions

		181		�    Examples can differ‐ if consistent with the intent

		182		�    Rate according to your current situation

		183		�    Rate across all indicators with a N or Y

		184		�    Inadequate (1) is written in negative (credit = N); all others in positive (credit = Y)

		185		�    N/A when permitted (not counted in score)

		186		     Rating

		187		     Scoring

		188		�    1 – if any indicator under 1 is scored YES

		189		�    2 – all under 1 are “no” and at least ½ of indicators under 3 are “yes”

		190		�    3 – all under 1 are “no” and all under 3 are “yes”

		191		�    4‐ all under 3 are met and at least ½ under 5 are “yes”

		192		�    5 – all under 5 are “yes”

		193		�    6 – all under 5 are met and at least ½ under 7 are “yes”

		194		�    7 – all indicators under 7 are “yes”

		195		�    NA (not applicable) – not counted in determining the rating for an item.

		196		�    Read entire scale: Items, Notes for Clarification, and Questions.

		197		�    Observe and keep scale handy for reference.

		198		�    Score based on current situation.

		199		�    Start reading from #1 and progress upward until a correct score Is reached.

		200		     The scoring rules of the game

		201		It is like a board game with a marker as a place holder J

		202		�    Always score down

		203		�    Start at 1 and move forward and back as indicated (next slide)

		204		�    If N/A‐ don’t count it in the scoring

		205		�    Stop at the quality score

		206		     Score  and stop when the quality score is reached

		207		If any indicator in column 1 is rated Y: STOP. Your score is 

		208		If more than half of the indicators in column 3 are rated N: STOP. Your score is 1 If at least half, but not all of the indicators in column 3 are rated Y: STOP. Your score is 

		209		If all the indicators in column 3 are rated Y: Your score is 3‐ keep going.

		210		 If more than half of the indicators in column 5 are rated N: STOP. Your score is 

		211		If at least half, but not all of the indicators in column 5 are rated Y: STOP. Your score is 

		212		If all the indicators in column 5 are rated Y: Your score is  keep going.

		213		If more than half of the indicators in column 7 are rated N: STOP. Your score is  If at least half, but not all of the indicators in column 7 are rated Y: STOP. Your score is 

		214		If all of the indicators in column 7 are rated Y: Your score is 

		215		     Let’s practice scoring

		216		�     ITERs – Score Page 7 in Video Guide with a partner.

		217		�    Discuss with others using this tool.

		218		�    ECERs – Score Page 8 in Video Guide with a partner.

		219		�    Discuss with others using this tool.

		220		     ITERS – Item #19 ‐ Blocks

		221		�    Score 3

		222		�    Reason:

		223		�    None of indicators under 1 is true

		224		�    All under 3 are true

		225		�    Only one item under 5 is true (2)

		226		�   1 is not true because interlocking blocks are given credit under item 15, fine motor

		227		�   This is clarified under “Notes for Clarification”

		228		�    Less than ½ of the indicators under 5 are true – therefore cannot be a 4L

		229		     ECERs:				Item #28 – Promoting Acceptance of Diversity

		230		�    Score is a 7

		231		�    Reason:

		232		�   None of 1 is true

		233		�   All is true under 3, 5, 7

		234		     Let’s practice rating and scoring:				Video observations

		235		�    ECERs:

		236		�    Item 24:				Dramatic play

		237		�    Item 29:				Supervision of Gross Motor Activities

		238		�    ITERs:

		239		�    Item 6:				Greetings/Departure

		240		�    Item 12:				Helping Children Understand Language		(ITERS)

		241		     Reflections after scoring

		242		�    How did it go?

		243		�    Remember, a perfect score is not required for high quality care!

		244		�    Goal is to reflect, learn, and continually improveJ

		245		     Obtain a total average score (ITERS)

		246		     Planning: Completing the Scale

		247		     Complete the Tool

		248		�    Use in one room or group at a time

		249		�    Complete identifying information on the top of the score sheet

		250		�    Use score sheet to score ~ use pencil!

		251		�    Start with items 1‐5 (easier to score)

		252		�    Some items – only certain times of day – can break up observation

		253		�    May need to ask questions following observation (of fellow staff or staff if you are not a teacher in the classroom/program).

		254		�    Complete Total and Average Score (p. 10 ITERS, p. 11 ECERs)

		255		�    Complete Profile – (p. 11 ITERs, p. 12 ITERs)

		256		     Using the Results of the Environmental Rating Scale

		257		     Using the results Data

		258		�    What are the program strengths?

		259		�    What are the challenges?

		260		�    Prioritize and identify areas for change

		261		�    Plan to continue to support program strengths.

		262		�    Ultimate goal is improvements Planning

		263		�    Action Plan

		264		�    What do you need to add to your professional growth goals? (IPDP)

		265		�    Identify program goals (CQIP)

		266		�    Detail – what, who, when, and HOW!

		267		     QRIS Requirements

		268		EEC Board Meeting presentation 2/

		269		QRIS Requirements

		270		“If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always have what you’ve always had”

		271		by Anthony Robbins

		272		     Useful Websites

		273		�    www.ersi.info

		274		�    http://ers.fpg.unc.edu/

		275		�    eec.qris@state.ma.us

		276		     Summary & Discussions

		277		�    Environment Rating Scale

		278		�    QRIS

		279		�    Next steps:

		280		�    Complete self‐assessment

		281		�    Identify strengths & challenges

		282		�    Articulate action steps for improvement

		283		�    Proceed to make incremental improvements over timeJ

		284		     Learning Objectives

		285		As a result of this training, you will be able to:

		286		�    Articulate the benefits of program assessment

		287		�    Describe the relationship between program assessment and use of data to increase program quality

		288		�    Complete the Environment Rating Scale and Arnett Assessment Tools

		289		�    Review and use data to design an action plan for continuous quality improvement

		290		�    Update their Continuous Quality Improvement Plan reflecting on the data obtained from this self‐assessment.

		291		     In Closing…

		292		You belong here. We like you.

		293		This is a place you can trust. You will be safe here. This is a comfortable place to be.

		294		You can move freely and explore on your own. We will take care of you.

		295		     Resources

		296		�    Add PDFs from ESRI.info

		297		�    ECERS score sheet

		298		�    “Packet” files
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Matrix Headings

Matrix Heading Abbreviation
Section (1,2,3) Sec  
Scene (0,1,2,3) Sc
Scene Slide (1.0,1.1,1.2) Slide
Element Title Title
Performance Competency Objective Performance Objective
Course Learning Objective Learning Objective
Content Description Content
Materials Needed to Convey Content Materials
Activity or Assessment Method Activity or Assessment
Measurement Method Measurement



Select the Subscale

Score Time

Space & Furnishings

Personal Care Routines

Language & Reasoning 

Activities

Interaction

Program Structure

Parents & Staff

PowerPoint Mock-Up for 
Storyline Development

0 0:00



Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation

Analysis

Design
Develo
pment

Implementation 
Means Testing.

Testin
g



Workforce
Development

… Quality Assurance Testing Phases

Learners:
Admins

Coaches
Teachers

Asst’s

Beta
Test

Alpha
Test



Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation

Alpha 
Test

Mods

Alpha 
Test

Course

Beta 
Test

Mods

Beta 
Test

Course

Testing 
Time!



Any Questions?

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/11ELcosIVOPha5roCWzJKwluxsOk808knKMIzcWnRJTs/edit#gid=2064754060
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